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Did you know there is DMXcat®* hardware built into every Multiverse® Transmitter*? This means you can
now access, con gure, and control your Multiverse Transmitter with the latest version of the free DMXcat
app, which is available for: iPhone, Android, and Amazon Fire. Here’s a video overview of the DMXcat.

DMXcat technology means that you no longer have to touch or even be close to your Multiverse Transmitter
to make changes to it. Additional features included with this DMXcat app update for use with the DMXcat
hardware dongle include:
Multiple RDM device selection and control in the RDM Controller app
Volume buttons allow stepping through DMX slots
Improved RDM device loading speed
Improved DMX view levels speed
Update your current DMXcat app or download it today to connect your Multiverse Transmitter and start
using these new features. Contact your City Theatrical dealer to start using Multiverse wireless DMX
products with your DMXcat app today.
City Theatrical’s DMXcat system is designed for use by the lighting professional who is involved with the
planning, installation, operation, or maintenance of theatrical and studio lighting equipment. The system
consists of a small hardware interface device and a suite of mobile applications. Together, they combine to
bring DMX/RDM control plus several other functionalities to the user’s smartphone for use wherever and
whenever they are needed. Developed with input from designers and technicians, the DMXcat is an
indispensable tool for lighting users.
DMXcat is available in seven languages: Spanish, French, German, Italian, Korean, Japanese, and English.
DMXcat works with: Android, iPhone, and Amazon Fire.

*DMXcat technology is covered by U.S. Patent # 10,129,964 B1 and other U.S and foreign patents pending. Multiverse Transmitters are covered by U.S.
Patent #7,432,803 B2, U.S. Patent #10,129,964 B1, and other patents pending.
**Multiverse Transmitter 5910 and 5912 models are licensed for use in North America only.

